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My work consists in customising or in putting together particular objects, with 
a certain constance in using what we say are noble materials, fonctional objects 
and natural forms. I set in place an action or the tools of an action, from wich at 
first sight the absurd characteristics reflect something of the human condition but 
furthermore allows the miscibility of concepts such as time and space. My fonda-
mental interest for the question of interpretation as a process on one hand sensitive 
and on the other intellectual leads me to the “acheiropoïete” images, those images 
not-made by the hand of man.”
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2010

- “Monster Munch”, Musée des Beaux-arts de Nancy (exposition collective).
- “Biennale de l’Image de Nancy”, Galerie 9 et galerie My Monkey (exposition collective).
- Diplôme National d’Art Plastique à l’Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Art de Nancy (mention du jury).

2011

- séjour Erasmus d’un an à Ostrava en République Tchèque.
- réalisation d’un vidéo clip “Plant a Seed” pour Fernando Saunders (Summit Music, EMI)
  et diffusion sur TV3 en Suisse, sur MTV et TV2 Hongrie et publié dans le magazine tchèque Muzikus.
- concours Vidéo-Art des écoles d’Art du Grand Est au Centre Pompidou Metz.

2012

- Diplôme National Supérieur d’Etudes Plastiques (félicitations du jury).
- “Prix des Arts du Rotary club Lorraine-Haut-Marne” (lauréat catégorie installation & video).
- “D’abord les fôrets”, opus 3, La Maison Lorrentine: centre d’art discret (festival).
- “Votre Attention Travaux d’étudiants”, Bibliothèque municipale de Nancy (exposition collective).
- “Sites en lignes”, 1° prix du public ex aequo et 2° prix du jury, Belgique (symposium de sculpture).
- “PanOrama, Le Parc des Coteaux en Biennale”, Bordeaux (festival).

- “Sentes” à Ramillies dans le Brabant wallon, Belgique (installation permanente de Reptilience).
- “Archipel”, Galerie Neuf à Nancy (exposition des lauréats du Prix des Arts du Rotary club).

2013

- A partir d’ici / distance et retour, galerie NaMiMa à l’ENSA Nancy (exposition des anciens étudiants). 
- Art et Paysage, les rencontres d’Artigues-Près-Bordeaux (exposition collective).
- Indigènes, sauvages, étrangères”, prix du public, Meisenthal, Moselle (festival de l’association Artopie).
- Festival Loustock, première édition, Haut du Tôt, Hautes Vosges.
- Animation d’un atelier cinéma d’animation stop-motion à l’association Artopie.
- “La fonction poétique”, galerie 9 à Nancy (exposition collective).
- Exposition au centre culturel d’Epinal (exposition collective).
- Décoration de la tente restauration du Nancy Jazz Pulsation.
- Résidence de deux semaines à Meisenthal dans les locaux de l’association Artopie.
- “Beautiful Landscapes” exposition à la Halle Verrière de Meisenthal (exposition collective).
- Vente d’oeuvres au Bazartopie à Meisenthal.
- “Beautiful Landscapes” volet 2 à la HBK de Saarbrûcken.

A VENIR

- “Beautiful Landscapes” volet 3 au Musée du Pays de Sarrebourg.



Dakchar (2009)

Animation and live shots
4 min 46

“Nights along the sides of Himalaya,
it happens that strange shapes agitate 

at the top of Mount Kailash.

The sacred moutain is the theatre of the conflict
between bouddist lamaïsm and the dark forces 

of Nature
when it become incarnate in the ancestral tradi-

tion of Bön shamanism.

Not far from there, at the Chiu monastery,
a monk’s affairing...”

http://vimeo.com/5031581



Coffee grinder “The Minor” (2010)

Coffee grinder, mutoscope
20*13*13

(detail of the mutoscope)

“A fool is a man who sees an abyss and 
falls in it. The scientist hears him fall, 
takes his height gauge, measures the 
distance, build a stair, goes down, goes 
back up and rubs his hands in glee (...). 
Only God knows who, the fool or the 
scientist, was the closest to the truth. 
Empedocles was the first to cumulate. 
There isn’t one of our movement nor one 
of our actions that would’nt be an abyss 
where the wisest man cannot leave his 
reason, and that would give ti the scien-
tist the occasion to take his height gauge 
and try to measure the infinity.”

Honoré de Balzac
Walk Theory, 1833



Appearance of Botticelli’s Venus (2010)

Wood box, black sand, sticker, cyanotyped shell and gold leaf.
12*11*11

(cyanogram’s detail)

“John the evangelist  in the Patmos 
Island saw the apocalyptic crumbling 
of univers, and saw appeared the 
walls of the eternal city  gleaming 
beryl and emerald, onyx and jasp, 
saphir and rubis. Crusoe saw only one 
wonder in all the creation that sur-
rounds him, the footprint of a naked 
humain foot on the virgin sand: and 
who knows if this one is not heavier 
than this one.”

James Joyce, 1912



Solar Wind (2010)

Cyanotyped paper, wood.
60 * 33 * 3

“By shiny weather, it’s like Nature detained an infinite power of creation, of 
wich we can only borrow an infinitesimal part. It’s truly fantastic to think that 
the totality of the solar fluxes of light can be carrying such complex proprieties 
that for the most of them, they stay lingering as the majority of rays disap-
peared in space, without meeting any object. “

Henry Fox Talbot, Letter to Herschel, 1840



Masks of hands (2011)

Ceramic.

“There’s only a little of human flesh, ludicrous, that breath slowly. I’m as inside a head where everything’s murmuring silently. My co-condamneds retrace their lives, there distress and wrongs. I hear them in there cells. 
They pray. They tremble. They walk. They walk and walk back in muffled walk into themselves. I am the acoustic pavillon of the univers condensed in my street. The good and evil shake my jail, and the anonymous 
pain, this perpetual movement out of any convention. I’m getting deaf by the enormous tongue wich trumpets to my ear, that stunned me and absolve me. Systole, diastole. Everything’s pulsating.”

Blaise Cendrars, Moravagine, 1926



Stone of madness, terminal phase (2011)

Wood, glass bell, agate.
17 * 10 * 20

“The most remote species such as the australanthrope “possessed their tools as twizzers. It seems he acquired them 
in a kind of illumination in wich he would have arm himselfas if his brain and body would have secreted them 
progressively” (Leroy-Gourdhan, Gesture and Talk, Albin Michel, 1964). So those wonderful polished stones 
that represent for us the conceptions of the oldest humanity are at first emanations of the body.”

John Hart, preface of Gilbert Simondon,
About the mode of existency of technical objects, 1958



The propagation of trees (2011)

Carving trunk.
55 * 55 * 60

Jackalope (2013)

Limestone, 
deer antlers.



Plant a Seed (2011)

Animation stopmotion  et prise de vue réelle. 
5 min 36 sec

“Plant a seed
it will blossom
become a tree
grow leaves.
But one day

the tree will die.
Isn’t it what 

it’s all about?”

Fernando Saunders

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ES4oMfX593E



Passage (2011)

Magic lantern, agate, wood.
60 * 42 * 52

Passage (projection)

“She is there, nearly sleeping, and, as 
those elementary organisms who, living 
a latent life, revive after years within a 
little warm and humidity, it just take to 
awake them and live again the hours of 
the past, just a little light through out a 
lens in the middle of obscurity.”

Boleslaw Matuszewski, 1898



The mysterious disappearance of Suarez Miranda (2012)

Table, schist, chair, map, shoes, sand.
120 * 150 * 200

“In this empire, the art of cartography was so improved that the map of one 
province occupied an entire city and the map of the empire the entire province. 
Time passing by, those immoderate maps ceased to give satisfaction and car-
tography colleges drew a map of the empire that got the format of the empire 
and that coincides with it point by point. Less passionnated by the cartography 
study, the following generations thought that this expanded map was useless 
and not without any impiety, abandoned it to the unclemency of sun and win-
ters. In the western deserts subsist some desrepair ruins  of the map. Animals 
and beggars live there. In all the land there is no other traces of the geographic 
disciplines.”

Suarez Miranda
Viajes de Varones Prudentes, 

Lib. IV, Cap. XIV, Lérida, 1658

The map hung on the wall is a copy in a cartographic form of the shist of the table. It’s a map at a 1/1 scale 
wich was inspired to me by the stone pattern that we could have said is a picture of the Earth viewed from 
a satellite. About the installation itself, I made the choice of the portrait after having red the short story of 
Jorge Luis Borges brought out upon he wrote under pseudonym. It is not so insignificant to make disappear 
someone who do not exist.



Véhicule (2012)

Oak stump, leather, brass.
80* 90 * 200

The tree is an animal that wasn’t born. The 
lumberjack is there to give birth to them. And 
for me I wrested from the ground the weight 
of the faults of those who preceded me as a 
tired tooth. Carrying the burden of ages and 
of my own wrongs, I’m the last representative 
of a filiation: I am the present obstructing the 
past. Always propeled ahead, my dark rings re-
placed to the sight the rings of wood marking 
the path of generations. I’m a paperless immi-
grant. Mon only passport is the placental twin 
I take around with me and wich is the ultimate 
relic of my pomiscuité to the world. My jour-
ney is a plea, my luggage a lashing. My roots are 
flames consuming me and projecting me. My 
spoon is a silver one but as a prisoner I scratch 
the rotten wood. No escape, my heavy excres-
cence is as prehistoric as a cetacean vertebra.



The Cobblestone (2010)

Cyanogram, gold leaf.

Conque (2013)
Engrave turbinella pyrum

with Amandine Gollé



Reptilience (2012)
Outdoor installation with 
stumps, metal rods.

“When you’re broke, do like me: think 
about wild herds of elephants running 
through Africa, hundreds and hundreds 
of beautiful beasts that nothing resist 
against, no wall, no barbed-wire, that 
hurry up through open spaces and that 
breaks everything on their way, knocking 
over everything while they are still alive 
nothing can stop them - freedom so! And 
even when they aren’t alive anymore, 
maybe they keep running somewhere else, 
who knows, maybe as freely as they did. 
So, when you start suffering of claustro-
phobia, of the barbed-wire, the concret, of 
integral materialism, imagine that, herds 
of elephants, totaly free, stare at them 
while hooking on their ride, you would 
see you will already feel better...”

Romain Gary, Roots off Heaven, 1956



La Voie Sacrée (2012)

Stag antlers, ribbons, minor’s pick.
500 * 72 * 50

“Now consider this hope and that desir to seek 
home and get back to the primary chaos, that 
lead the butterfly to the flame and lead the 
man to always wait joyfully and in a perpet-
ual impatience, the next spring, next summer, 
to always wait for the months and years to 
come and it seems to him that when what he 
desires come, it comes too late and he do not 
realize that he desires his own loss. But this 
desir is inherent of this quintessence, spirits 
of elements, wich is always eager, imprisoned 
as the soul in human body, to come back to 
he who send him to this place; and you must 
know that man is a model of the world.”

Léonard de Vinci



“High upon a giant peak overhanging mountains and valleys, 
sat the brain of the world and the eyes which look at the Earth’s 
body. The brain was enable to understand the life swarming 
on its body. He dwelled unmoving, lighlty conscious of the 
fact that he can overwhelm and destroy life, cities, small forest 
houses in the fury of an earthquake. But the brain was sleepy, 
moutains were quiet and on the rounded cliff going down to 
town, fields were peaceful and that was setted up for a million 
year, calm and unchanging heap where the brain of the world 
vaguely doze. The brain of the world was a little bit sad be-
cause he knew that one day or another he should move himself 
and so shake and destroy life, wiping out the work of ploughs 
and making crumble down the valley’s walls. The brain was 
sorry but he couldn’t change anything. He thought: “I would 
have kept up to be in an  uncomfortable position to preserve 
this order that was accidentally established. What a pity to 
have to devastate what was so organised.” But the terrestrial 
summit was tired of staying in the same position. It suddenly 
moved, houses crumbled down, moutains were dreadfully lift-
ed up and the work of a million year was lost.” John Steinbeck, 
To a God Unknown, 1980, p. 232

The Work of dust (2013)

Butter churn, bunker of Carrare marble, 
sand from a beach of the Atlantic’s Wall.

110 * 125 * 70



Dried branches, engrave sandstone.

The propagation of ruins (2013)

“But where the immemorial forest 
reigns again with its mosses and gi-
ant leaves, its butterflies and its bats, 
serenity’s winning: the feeling of an 
anavoidable outcome. I doubt that 
anybody would be indifferent to it. It 
exude from it as the strong fragrance 
of nepenthes, of wich influence do not 
lead to a desillusioned melancholia, 
but comes closed to the wonderful 
union, for a longtime desired in vain, 
something of the pardon wich wel-
comes the lavish child.”

Roger Caillois



“I’m talking for people accostumed to find wis-
dom in the falling leaf, giants problems in the 
rising smoke, theories in the vibration of light, 
thoughts in marbles, and the most horrific of 

the moves in immobility.”

Honoré de Balzac
Walk Theory, 1833

Zlatà (2013)

Radish roots.



The great Colophon (2013)

Carrare marble.
230 * 90 * 130

“Reach Suprem Vacuum
And maintain yourself in Tranquility
Facing the swarming agitation of things
I will contemplate their Return
Because everything after having bloom
Goes back to its root
Goes back to the root named Tranquility
Named Return to Destiny
Return to Destiny named Constant
Knowing the Constant, Illumination
Not knowing the Constant 
It’s running to misfortune
Who knows the Constant
Embraces and catches everything
Anybody embracing and catching everything 
will be right
Being right, will be royal
Being royal, will be celest
Being celest, becomes one with the Path
And becoming one with the Path will remain
Escaping all his life long the peril.

Lao Tzeu, Tao Te King



The Guest of the Wendel’s house (2013)

Various materials, glass pipes producted in cooperation 
with the CIAV (International Center of Glass Art) in 
Meisenthal.

“That’s the thing’s handling us. Day and night, 
we travel in it, and we do many other thing in 
it: we shave, we eat, we love, we read books in 
it, we exercice our profession as if the four walls 
were motionless, but what is troubling is that the 
walls are moving and still we do not noticed and 
they project their rails foreward like long strings 
curving and feeling around, and still we never 
know where they are going. And morevover, we 
still would like, if possible being one of the powers 
wich influence the train of time! That’s an am-
bivalent role, and it happens that the landscape, 
if we look at it from outside after sufficient in-
terval, had changed ; what’s running in front of 
our eyes because it cannot be an other way ; but, 
as resigned as we are, we cannot make that an 
uncomfortable feeling gets more and more streng-
ht, as if we have been going over the goal or if 
we went astray. One day, a stormy day, a need 
overcomes in you: getting off board! Jump off the 
train!”

Robert Musil, The Man without Qualities, 1930



“Since half a century, he used his mind as a wedge to enlarge the best he can the interstices of the 
wall wich from everywhere confines us. Cracks were getting bigger, otherwise the wall seems to loose 
his solidity even if it do not cease to be opaque, as if it was a smoke screen instead of a wall made of 
stone. Objects ceased to playtheir part as useful accesories. As a mattress looses its hair, they let pass 
their substance. A forest filled the chamber. This stool, measured on the distance that separates the 
floor and the bottom of a sitting man, this table used to write or eat, this door that opens a cube of air 
surrounded by partitions to another nearby, lost their reasons to be that a craftman had give them to 
become only trunks or skinned branches like Bartholomew of chruch’s paintings, loaded  with spectral 
leaves and hollow birds, still squealing from storms calmed since a longtime, and where the plane had 
letted here and there lumps of sape. This blanket and that old rage hung on a nail smelled grease, milk 
and blood. Those shoes that yawned next to the bed had moved with the breathes of a bull laying on 
the grass, and a pork bleeded dried, were whining in the fat the cobbler used to cover them.”

Marguerite Yourcenar, The Abyss, 1968

P. Hollowed? (2013)

Skis, Carare marble, shoes.

250 * 120



From the forest itself 
(work in progress since 2011)
Axe’s blade, plumb tree mirabellier.
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